
Iconic appeal makes Columbus, Mississippi a global phenomenon.

COLUMBUS, MISS - At this moment, somewhere in the world an actress is immersed in 
the role of a lifetime. For no actress on earth can resist the call of characters like Blanche 
Dubois and Maggie the Cat.  More than three decades after Tennessee Williams’ death, the 
playwright’s Pulitzer Prize-winning works—plays like Streetcar Named Desire, Cat on a 
Hot Tin Roof and Glass Menagerie—remain a popular phenomenon, continually performed 
and always beloved by audiences all across the globe, from Manhattan to Moscow, from 
community theatres to Kabuki performances.

Somewhere at this moment, a reader turns the page of a novel that will change the 
meaning of life through the exquisitely wrought words and worlds of writer Eudora Welty, 
whose Pulitzer-Prize winning novels have continued to entrance literature lovers for over 80 
years.

At this moment, somewhere a child watches in wonder as the Sorcerer’s broomsticks 
dance or the gargoyle rises on Bald Mountain, all made magically real in the film Fantasia 
by the wizardry of animator Joshua Meador, whose brilliance in classics like Fantasia, 
Snow White, Pinocchio and Peter Pan helped propel Disney from a production company 
specializing in animated features to global cultural and artistic wellspring.

At this moment, somewhere a listener finds himself humming along to strains of the 
blues endowed by circuitous inheritance from greats like bluesman Bukka White and Big 
Joe Williams. Somewhere a sports fan sits at the edge of his seat, the spectacle of the game 
before him made more exciting and entertaining by the work of a broadcaster influenced by 
one of sports’ first and best announcers, the great Red Barber (whose flair for the dramatic 
may have been inherited as he was a distant cousin of Tennessee Williams).

And at this moment, not somewhere but right here in Columbus, visitors are immersed in 
a world that offers an inviting and unforgettable experience of these American and global 
icons. Here in one small city situated on the banks of the Tennessee Tombigbee Waterway, 
genius has flowed like powerful river currents, and today visitors experience that genius 
through carefully preserved landmarks and through celebrations that offer both sweep and 
intimacy.
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Center stage: Icons and artistry.
The Tennessee Williams Welcome Center in Main Street Columbus district is a good 

such example and a great first stop on any tour of the city. An elegant Victorian structure, 
this former Episcopal rectory was home to Williams’ grandfather, the Reverend Walter 
Dakin, and it was here, after his birth in a Columbus hospital in 1911, that young Thomas 
Lanier Williams spent the first years of his life with his mother Edwina, who inspired the 
character of Amanda Wingfield in Williams’ first big hit The Glass Menagerie. At the 
Welcome Center, rooms feel not so much furnished but inhabited by period-appropriate 
pieces and actual belongings of the playwright, including Edwina’s parlor furniture. One can 
almost imagine Laura and her mother arranged on the settee, awaiting those “gentlemen 
callers” so prized by Amanda.

Strong, iconic women characters are a hallmark of Williams’ works, and Columbus has 
inspired more than its share of strong iconic women in real life, including Eudora Welty 
who began her college career here at Mississippi University for Women. Opened in 1884 as 
the nation’s very first publicly supported college for women, MUW continues to lead as an 
institution routinely extolled on “best colleges” lists like that of U.S. News and World 
Report. The beautifully wooded campus, just a few blocks from the heart of Main Street 
Columbus, combines powerhouse academics with the charm of gorgeous historic 
architecture—nearly two dozen buildings listed on the National Register of Historic 
Places—making it a popular gathering place for local events and a gracious stop for visitors.

Tracing and celebrating iconic genius. 
“I rely on the kindness of strangers,” Blanche Dubois famously declaimed, but in a place 

known as “The City that Has It All,” residents have never met a stranger. The city’s superb 
hospitality as well as its historic architecture have made the Columbus Spring Pilgrimage an 
iconic global event, drawing visitors from across the nation and around the world.

The ten-day event kicks off with “Catfish in the Alley,” a delectable and exuberant 
celebration of the food and culture of Catfish Alley, the hub of the city’s African American 
economic and social life in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Catfish, hauled up from the 
river below, was cooked and sold on street corners here, and it was here that blues artists 
like Bukka White and Big Joe Williams honed their craft, “busking” on the street or 
performing in picturesquely named clubs like the Elbow Room. The glamorous Queen City 
Hotel played host to such icons as Louis Armstrong, Bobby Bland and Louis Jordan, all 
contributing to a rich history that has earned Columbus a highlight position on the 
Mississippi Blues Trail.
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Another popular trail, the Josh Meador Trail, introduces Columbus visitors to the sites 
that played a formative role in shaping the animator so key to shaping Disney’s success. The 
site of the childhood home of Red Barber has also been marked. 

With annual celebrations that also include the Eudora Welty Symposium at MUW and 
the Tennessee Williams Tribute and Victorian Homes Tour, Columbus celebrates its icons 
all year round, but really, there’s no need to wait for an event. Right now, a writer walking 
the streets of Columbus is inspired by the iconic brilliance to write yet another story that 
touches the world.

Right now, that writer could be you.
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